Project Management Lead at HIP V. HYPE Development, Guy brings hands-on
experience in commercial, civil and residential construction to the team. Guy
appreciates the tangible nature of the built environment and that his work and
the end result is more than just an idea, it has a physical form and place.
Guy is passionate about sustainability and is driven by a desire to build better
buildings for both the end-user and the environment. He seeks to incorporate
innovative sustainable technologies and materials without compromising
on quality. Guy enjoys working on projects that incorporate passive design,
renewable energy and integrated waste and water systems and he’s keen to
see renewable energy used in more and more buildings across Australia.
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Coming from a long line of tradesmen and builders, Guy feels at home on a
construction site. He is measured, logical and efficient, and brings a calm
level head to the issues he inevitably encounters onsite. For Guy, being
across the detail is crucial to managing a project well. It’s a fine line but a
worthwhile challenge working across compliance, buildability and good
design…!
Guy completed a Bachelor of Environments majoring in Construction,
spending the last semester of his degree at the University of Amsterdam.
Since then, Guy has worked on civil projects including a railway underpass,
a gas plant and basement retention works. Guy then moved into multiresidential and commercial construction, working as a Project Manager
at Figurehead Construction. During his time at Figurehead, Guy delivered
multiple projects, including the Station Hotel (Prahran), Maple Apartments
(Hawthorn) and Coventry Apartments (South Melbourne).
Over the years Guy has developed a deeper understanding of constructability
– how things come together, which enables him to foresee potential designrelated issues before they eventuate onsite. Guy’s ability to contribute early
to the design phase of a project with this knowledge and experience, and a
desire to build better buildings is what brought him to join the team at HIP V.
HYPE.
Outside work, Guy makes an effort to regularly get out in nature, which often
sees him heading down to the coast for a surf. Getting knocked about by
the waves reminds Guy that nature is pretty powerful. Reconnecting with
that feeling of respect and appreciation for nature is important to him and
most powerful when he’s in the surf. When he’s not in the ocean, Guy enjoys
playing futsal, you can catch him playing with Selvaggio (Italian for ‘Savage’)
every Thursday evening.
Formal Qualifications
—— BACHELOR OF ENVIRONMENTS (CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT), UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
—— CB-M BUILDERS LICENSE
—— MIB TRAINING (MANAGING ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING METHODS & STRATEGIES)
—— CETIFICATE III IN WORK HEALTH & SAFETY
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